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Within a wide class of models, the CERN LEP2 lower limit of 95 GeV on the chargino mass implies gluinos

are heavier than;300 GeV. In this case electroweakW̃1W̄̃1 production andW̃1Z̃2 production are the domi-
nant supersymmetry~SUSY! processes at the Fermilab Tevatron, and the extensively examined isolated tri-

lepton signal fromW̃1Z̃2 production assumes an even greater importance. We update our previous calculations
of the SUSY reach of luminosity upgrades of the Fermilab Tevatron in this channel incorporating~i! decay
matrix elements in the computation of the momenta of leptons from chargino and neutralino decays,~ii ! the
trilepton background fromW* Z* andW* g* production which, though neglected in previous analyses, turns
out to be the dominant background, and finally,~iii ! modified sets of cuts designed to reduce these new
backgrounds and increase the range of model parameters for which the signal is observable. We show our
improved projections for the reach for SUSY of both the Fermilab Main Injector and the proposed TeV33
upgrade. We also present opposite sign same flavor dilepton invariant mass distributions as well as thepT

distributions of leptons in SUSY trilepton events, and comment upon how the inclusion of decay matrix
elements impacts upon the Tevatron reach, as well as upon the extraction of neutralino masses.

PACS number~s!: 14.80.Ly, 11.30.Pb, 13.85.Qk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The minimal supergravity~MSUGRA! model is a well
motivated framework@1# for exploring the experimental con
sequences of weak scale supersymmetry. In this model,
assumed that supersymmetry~SUSY! breaking occurs in a
‘‘hidden sector’’ of the model, and is then communicated
the observable sector via gravitational-strength interactio
Motivated by the observed suppression of flavor chang
neutral currents as well as by the near unification of ga
coupling constants atMGUT.231016 GeV, one assumes
common massm0 for scalars and a common massm1/2 for
gauginos at scaleQ5MGUT . In addition, the soft breaking
trilinear A terms are also unified toA0 at Q5MGUT . The
soft SUSY breaking parameters, gauge and Yukawa c
plings are then evolved fromQ5MGUT to Q;Mweak via
renormalization group equations. The magnitude of the
perpotentialm term is determined by requiring radiativ
breaking of electroweak symmetry; this latter constraint a
effectively allows one to trade the bilinearB parameter for
the parameter tanb. Thus, the entire spectrum of SUSY an
Higgs particle masses~as well as all the couplings! is pre-
dicted in terms of standard model~SM! parameters aug
mented by the SUSY parameter set

m0 , m1/2, A0 , tanb and sgn~m!. ~1.1!

This model, along with several others, has been incorpor
into the event generatorISAJET @2#.

The negative results of sparticle searches in experim
at the Fermilab Tevatron and at CERNe1e2 collider LEP
have led to significant lower limits on gluino and chargi
masses. In the MSUGRA framework and in other mod
with ~real or apparent! gaugino mass unification, the LEP
0556-2821/2000/61~9!/095007~14!/$15.00 61 0950
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limit on chargino massmW̃1
.95 GeV@3# implies that glui-

nos and most squarks ought to have masses typically gre
than about 300 GeV, so that strong sparticle production

the Tevatron is expected to be suppressed. Then,W̃1W̄̃1 pro-

duction andW̃1Z̃2 production is expected1 to be the domi-
nant sparticle production mechanism if sparticles are at
accessible. It has become increasingly clear that the trilep

signal from pp̄→W̃1Z̃2X followed by Z̃2→ l l̄ Z̃1 and W̃1

→ lnZ̃1 ( l 5e,m) is one of the most promising discover
channels for supersymmetry at luminosity upgrades of
Fermilab Tevatron collider@4–10#. As an illustration, in Fig.
1, we plot sparticle cross sections as a function ofmg̃ assum-
ing five generations of degenerate squarks, for~a! mq̃5mg̃

and~b! mq̃52mg̃ , assumingm51mg̃ , and tanb53 ~mini-
mal supersymmetric standard model parameters w
gaugino mass unification!. The region to the left of the ver
tical line is excluded by the LEP2 chargino mass limitmW̃1

.95 GeV@3#. It can be seen that electroweak production
charginos and neutralinos dominates over the strongly p
ducedg̃g̃, g̃q̃, and q̃q̃ cross sections over essentially all
parameter space for whichumu@M1 , M2. The cross section
for W̃1Z̃1 is relatively suppressed becauseZ̃1 is dominantly a
hypercharge gaugino and so couples toW via its suppressed
components, while the squark or gluino plus chargino
neutralino associated production reactions~summed over all

1This is not to imply that experiments at the Fermilab Tevatr
ought not to search for gluinos and squarks. Direct search limits
important since our assumption about the relationships betw
gaugino masses could well prove to be incorrect.
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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sparticle types and shown by dash-dot-dot curves! occur at
smaller rates. These qualitative features hold for both fram
shown. Similar results are shown in Fig. 2 form52mg̃ . In
this case, for low values ofmg̃ with mq̃.mg̃ , the strong
production cross sections can be dominant, but only in
rameter space regions already excluded by LEP2. Since

posite sign dilepton or jet plus lepton signals fromW̃1W̄̃1
production suffer from large standard model backgroun
many groups have focused on the clean trilepton signa
from W̃1Z̃2 production for which the SM background is e
pected to be small: after suitable cuts, this mainly com
from pp̄→WZ* 1X or Wg* 1X, whereW→ ln and Z* or
g* decay leptonically.

The Fermilab Tevatron reach in this channel has b
extensively examined especially for low values of tanb
where the effect of Yukawa interactions is negligible.
parts of parameter space of the MSUGRA model~including
those favored by predicting a big bang relic abundance
lightest neutralinos in the cosmologically interesting ran
@11#!, the reach is very large because neutralino leptonic
cay rates can be enhanced owing in part to relatively li
sleptons mediating the decay chain. However, in other
gions of parameter space, these same decays can be
pressed by large negative interference terms between tZ
and slepton exchange graphs@12#, and there is no reach eve
if charginos are just beyond the LEP bound.

If the MSUGRA parameter tanb is large, thent and b
Yukawa couplings become non-negligible as well, and a
result, t̃1 and b̃1 can be significantly lighter than first an
second generation sleptons and squarks. Conseque

FIG. 1. Sparticle production cross sections as a function ofmg̃

for m51mg̃ and tanb53.
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chargino and neutralino decays tot leptons andb quarks can
be enhanced over decays to their first and second gener
counterparts. If the decaysW̃1→tntZ̃1 and Z̃2→tt̄Z̃1 are
strongly enhanced, trilepton events~wheree or m are sec-
ondaries fromt decays! can still occur at a considerable rat
but thenes andms will have a much softer energy distribu
tion making the detection of the signal more challengin
Hence, unless hadronically decaying taus can be dete
with high efficiency and purity, the Fermilab Tevatron rea
for MSUGRA in general becomes more limited for high va
ues of tanb @7#.

Because of the importance of this channel, considera
attention was focused on optimizing cuts to maximize
Tevatron supersymmetry~SUSY! discovery potential during
the recent Fermilab Tevatron ‘‘Workshop on SUSY/Hig
Particles at Run 2.’’ Barger, Kao, and Li@8# pointed out that
using softer leptonpT cuts for SUSY trilepton events coul
improve the expected SUSY signal to background levels b
significant margin, particularly for scenarios with large va
ues of tanb. In addition @9,13#, the signal level could be
increased significantly relative to background by allowi
jetty events into the trilepton signal sample, and the grea
reach was shown to be obtained via thisinclusive trilepton
channel. The Fermilab Tevatron reach in MSUGRA para
eter space was computed in Ref.@9# using soft cuts, and was
found to have increased significantly beyond the results p
sented in Refs.@6,7#, where harder lepton cuts~originally
devised for the signal at low tanb) and a jet veto were used
It has recently been pointed out@10# that these studies ne
glected contributions fromWZ production where theZ boson
was allowed to be off mass shell. These authors inclu

FIG. 2. Sparticle production cross sections as a function ofmg̃

for m52mg̃ and tanb53.
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TABLE I. Hard ~HC1, HC2! and soft~SC1, SC2, SC3! cuts for Tevatron SUSY trilepton searches. S
Sec. II for discussion.

Cut HC1 SC1 SC2 HC2 SC3

pT( l 1) .20 GeV .11 GeV .11 GeV .20 GeV .11 GeV
pT( l 2) .15 GeV .7 GeV .7 GeV .15 GeV .7 GeV
pT( l 3) .10 GeV .5 GeV .5 GeV .10 GeV .5 GeV
uh( l 1,2/3)u ,2.5 ,1.0,2.0 ,1.0,2.0 ,1.0,2.0 ,1.0,2.0
ISODR50.4 ,2 GeV ,2 GeV ,2 GeV ,2 GeV ,2 GeV
E” T .25 GeV .25 GeV .25 GeV .25 GeV .25 GeV
Z-veto 83–99 GeV 81–101 GeV ,81 GeV ,81 GeV
N( j ) 0

m( l l̄ ) .20 GeV .12 GeV

mT( l ,E” T)-veto 60–85 GeV 60-85 GeV
OS/SF veto No No No No Yes
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backgrounds fromWZ* production using PYTHIA, and
looked to optimize cuts for SUSY trilepton signals ov
background throughout the MSUGRA model parame
space. In fact, in much of parameter space, they found h
lepton cuts were optimal since they could remove more
the WZ* background that was incompletely removed by
Z-boson mass veto.

Recently, the event generatorISAJET ~v 7.44! has been
upgraded to include decay matrix elements for chargi
neutralino, and gluino three-body decays. In previous v
sions, while the computation of branching fractions had
cluded these matrix elements, just phase space was us
the event generation to determine the energy and momen
distributions of their decay products. In practice, beca
various kinematic cuts are placed on each of the three si
leptons in order to extract the signal from the backgrou
the resultant signal rates can in fact depend on the mom
tum and energy distributions of the decay leptons. This
glect of the matrix element becomes an especially poor
proximation when the mass of the gauge boson mediating
decay approaches that of the parent neutralino or charg
Moreover, as has recently been pointed out by Nojiri a
Yamada @14#, distributions in dilepton invariant mas
m( l 1l 2) can be sensitive~due to matrix element effects! to
SUSY particle masses and mixings. These can affect
only the overallm( l 1l 2) distribution shape, but also th
determination of the distribution endpoint, which yields
important measure of the mass differencemZ̃2

2mZ̃1
.

In light of these various developments, and the imp
tance of the trilepton signal to SUSY searches at the Fe
lab Tevatron, we felt it was worthwhile to update our calc
lations for the reach of Fermilab Tevatron upgrades for
MSUGRA model via the trilepton channel. We include d
cay matrix elements for chargino and neutralino decays
the generation of SUSY events. We also perform an ex
lowest order calculation of the background processpp̄→ ln

1 l 8 l̄ 8X, including both W* g* and W* Z* contributions.
TheW* g* source gives background rates beyond those c
sidered in Ref.@10#. We show reach results for both soft an
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hard lepton cuts, augmented by some additional cuts
signed to eliminate much of this new background.

In Sec. II, we describe our background calculations, a
list the improved soft and hard cuts that we use to red
these backgrounds relative to the SUSY signals. In Sec.
we describe in some detail our inclusion of decay mat
elements inISAJET, and examine some distributions whic
reflect their inclusion. In Sec. IV, we perform five case stu
ies of the trilepton signal for each set of selection cuts int
duced in Sec. II and obtain the best one for the extraction
the signal. We also study the effect of the matrix element
the total signal as well as on various distributions. In Sec
we present the results of our updated calculations of
SUSY trilepton reach in them0 vs m1/2 plane. We conclude
in Sec. VI with a summary of our results and some gene
remarks.

II. BACKGROUNDS AND SELECTION CUTS

We useISAJET 7.44 to generate events in the MSUGR
model parameter space and to generate most of the SM b
grounds. We use the toy detector simulation packageISAPLT,
assuming calorimetry between24,uhu,4, with an array of
calorimeter cells of sizeDh3Df50.130.262. We take the
electromagnetic energy resolution to be 0.15/AE and the
hadronic calorimeter resolution to be 0.7/AE (E in GeV!.
Calorimeter cells are coalesced in towers ofDR50.7 using
the jet finding algorithmGETJET. Hadronic clusters with
ET( j ).15 GeV are called jets. Leptons (es or ms) with pT
of 5 GeV or more are considered to be isolated if the h
ronic ET in a cone about the lepton ofDR50.4 is less than 2
GeV.

We have examined the signals and backgrounds using
sets of acceptance cuts. A relatively hard set of cuts cho
for the study of the clean trilepton reach for low values
tanb is taken from Ref.@5# ~note, however, that the lepto
isolation criterion that we use here differs slightly from Re
@5#!. These cuts are listed in column 2 of Table I, and labe
HC1. The Collider Detector at Fermilab@15# and D0 @16#
Collaborations and Mrennaet al. @17# have used relatively
softer cuts in their analyses. These soft cuts were advoc
7-3
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TABLE II. Standard model backgrounds~fb! to the Tevatron SUSY trilepton signal for the hard as w
as for the soft cuts listed in Table I.

BG HC1 SC1 SC2 HC2 SC3

WZ(Z→tt̄) 0.17560.005 0.4060.01 0.2860.01 0.1660.004 0.10660.004

W* Z* ,W* g* → l l l̄ 1.7060.05 22.062.0 0.2160.02 0.0960.01 0

W* Z* ,W* g* → l l 8 l̄ 8 2.4360.04 14.660.4 0.4860.02 0.2260.003 0

t t̄ ,0.003 0.1460.006 0.0460.01 0.00360.003 ,0.003

Z* Z* 0.00860.001 0.0760.002 0.0460.001 0.0260.001 0.01060.001
Total 4.31 37.2 1.05 0.49 0.116
5s/5ev.(2 fb21) 7.3 21.6 3.62 2.5 2.5
5s(25 fb21) 2.1 6.1 1.02 0.70 0.34
3s(25 fb21) 1.24 3.7 0.61 0.42 0.20
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in Refs. @8,9,13# as being more effective in eliciting signa
from background, especially for large tanb, where many of
the signal leptons arise as secondaries fromt decay, and are
quite soft. These cuts are listed in column 3 of Table I, a
labeled SC1. Note that unlike for HC1, a jet veto is n
imposed, so that the signal will beinclusive, containing both
clean and jetty trilepton events. We list in column 4 t
augmented soft cuts that allow significant suppression of
W* g* and W* Z* backgrounds; these are labeled SC2.
column 5, we modify the SC2 cuts imposing hard leptonpT
requirements, and denote this new set by HC2. For la
values of tanb whereZ̃2→tt̄Z̃1 dominates the decay ofZ̃2,
trilepton events arise when bothts decay leptonically, with a
third lepton coming from chargino decay. In this case,
opposite sign~OS! dilepton pair in the trilepton event doe
not have the same flavor~SF! in a quarter of the signa
events, regardless of the origin of the third lepton. Sin
these secondary leptons are soft, we use cuts SC1 but
events with OS/SF pairs to reject theZ* and g* back-
grounds; this cut set~which is introduced to pick up the larg
tanb signal! is labeled by SC3.

The dominant SM backgrounds are listed in Table II
the five sets of cuts. It has recently been pointed out@10# that
WZ production, whereW→ ln and an off-shellZ* → l l̄ is a
major background to the SUSY trilepton signal. Similar
Wg* can also lead to significant rates for trilepto
backgrounds.2 We have used the programMADGRAPH or
HELAS @18# to compute the complete lowest order squa
matrix element for the processqq̄8→e1nem

1m2 ~we sub-
sequently learned that this background was also compute
Campbell and Ellis, Ref.@19#!. The ten contributing Feyn
man diagrams are shown in Fig. 3, and include contributi
from W* Z* andW* g* production, plus some other contr
butions.~Throughout this paper, a star on a particle indica

2The importance of this contribution to the background was fi
pointed out in Ref.@17#, which also contains an estimate of its siz
Our results differ significantly from this estimate, especially f
small dilepton invariant masses, where our calculation gives m
higher rates, due to theg pole.
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that it could be either real or virtual.! Similarly, we have
computed theqq̄8→e1nee

1e2 background, which includes
20 diagrams. We have constructed parton-level Monte C
programs to then estimate these backgrounds. We useISAJET

to calculate thet t̄ and WZ (Z→tt̄) backgrounds. In addi-
tion, we useISAJET to calculate backgrounds fromZZ pro-
duction. For this latter calculation, we smear eachZ decay to
eē or mm̄ by a Breit-Wigner distribution to simulate th
effect of the off-shellZ contribution. This cross section i
much larger with HC2 cuts than HC1 cuts because eve

t

h FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams contributing toW* g* , W* Z* back-
ground.
7-4
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from Z* → l l while Z→tt ~where just one of the two tau
decay leptonically! would be mostly removed by the jet vet
involved in HC1, but would likely pass the HC2 inclusiv
cuts.

From Table II, it can be seen that using HC1 or SC1 cu
there is a very large background contribution from theln l 8 l̄ 8
source~denoted byW* Z* or W* g* ). We plot in Fig. 4~a!
the dilepton mass distribution for same flavor-opposite s
dilepton pairs after imposing the SC1 cuts, except for thZ

veto. In performing our parton level Monte Carlo forln l 8 l̄ 8
production, we cut offl 8 l̄ 8 masses below 1 GeV to avoid th
singularity from theg propagator. It is also crucial to inte
grate over the entire range of invariant mass values for
virtual W contribution since we find a large background co
tribution coming fromW* ’s with invariant mass in the rang
of 30–60 GeV.

There is a large contribution@19# to the 3l background
from theZ resonance, much of which is effectively remov
by theZ mass veto cut. Here, we expand theZ mass veto cut
to include all events withm( l l̄ ).81 GeV, which vetos far
off-shell g* or Z* decays~an m( l 1l 2).81 GeV cut was
suggested previously in Ref.@10#!. An even larger contribu-
tion comes from the phase-space region where the ph
gets close to its mass shell: a ‘‘g* veto,’’ must be imposed to
reduce the largeW* g* contribution at lower dilepton mas
values. This cut should also remove background from ch
monium and bottomonium decays and fromb decays@10#. In

FIG. 4. ~a! Distribution of same-flavor, opposite sign dilepto
mass from W* g* , W* Z* →emm, mee background after cuts
SC1, but with theZ-mass veto removed. In~b!, we show the distri-
bution in transverse mass from the same background with cuts S
including theZ andg veto.
09500
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Fig. 4~b!, we show the distribution inmT( l ,n) after using
SC1 plus ag* mass veto of either 12 or 20 GeV. Imposin
the m( l 1l 2).12 GeV cut leaves a characteristicW-boson
transverse mass distribution, but with a distinctive bu
aroundmT( l ,n);40–60 GeV due to a large rate for far o
mass shellW* production. The low massW* ’s are produced
in association with very low massg* ’s. Imposing instead
m( l 1l 2).20 GeV removes much of the off-shellW bulge
and leaves a more typical distribution in transverse ma
Much of the remaining background can be eliminated
some cost to signal by vetoing events with 60,mT( l ,n)
,85 GeV. Insertion of this complete background proce
into an event generator with QCD radiation and detec
simulation will broaden themT peak somewhat, increasin
the background rate; however, some of this background
may be decreased as well due for instance to nonisol
leptons. The cuts SC1 augmented by the 20 GeV ‘‘g* ’’ to-
gether with the expandedZ veto and theW transverse mass
veto form our set of cuts SC2. We also examine a set of c
HC2 which is SC1, but with increasedpT requirements on
each of the three leptons together with theZ, g* and trans-
verse mass vetos. Corresponding distributions inm( l 1l 2)
andmT( l ,n) are shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, it is clea
that for hard leptonpT cuts, a ‘‘g* veto’’ m( l 1l 2)
.12 GeV is sufficient. Finally, we examine the cut set SC
but augmented instead by a veto on OS/SF dilepton pa
denoted by SC3. There is, of course, no background fr
W* Z* and W* g* events and, as expected, the domina

1,

FIG. 5. ~a! Distribution of same-flavor, opposite sign dilepto
mass from W* g* , W* Z* →emm, mee background after cuts
HC2, but with them( l 1l 2) andmT cuts removed. In~b!, we show
the distribution in transverse mass from the same background
cuts HC2, including theZ andg veto, but without themT cut.
7-5
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remaining background fromWZ,Z→tt events drops to
about a fourth.

We also ranZ1 jets andW1 jets background jobs. No
events from these two sources passed any of the sets of
out of 53105 and 106 events generated, respectively. The
correspond to one event levels of less than 0.3 and 4
respectively. In runs of 108 W1 jets events with somewha
different cuts, some 3l events could be generated leading
sizeable backgrounds; these sources always hadb→cln fol-
lowed byc→sln, so that these sources of background co
be removed~without any appreciable loss of signal! by im-
posing an angular separation cut between the isolated
tons, giving a background consistent with zero. Finally,
list in Table II the total background cross section as well
the minimum signal levels for a 5s excess for integrated
luminosity of 2 and 25 fb21 as well as the minimum for a ‘‘
3s observation’’ with 25 fb21. At Run II with 2 fb21 inte-
grated luminosity, we expect about two~one! events per ex-
periment using cuts SC2~HC2!, for which the background
cross section is;1 fb (;0.5 fb). Thus, about seven sign
events will be necessary to establish a 5s effect at Run II for
SC2 cuts. We do not attempt to quote the increased sig
cance that might be possible by combining the event sam
from the two experiments. On the other hand, we do
attempt to model experimental efficiencies, either.

III. DECAY MATRIX ELEMENT EFFECTS

The event generatorISAJET 7.44 has recently been up
graded to include the effects of sparticle decay squared
trix elements on the distribution for any gluino or gaugino
decay to another gaugino plus a fermion-antifermion p
Other matrix elements may be incorporated in the futu
Spin correlations are not yet included inISAJET, so the SUSY
particles are effectively unpolarized, but these effects
probably less important. The procedure used is as follow

~1! We begin by computing a general form for the dec
amplitude for the processÃ→B̃1 f 1 f̄ 8, whereÃ andB̃ are
gauginos or gluinos, andf and f̄ 8 are SM fermions. We con
struct general amplitudes, i.e., amplitudes with arbitrary c
plings consistent with the most general Lorentz structure,
decays via intermediate vector bosons, sfermions, a
sfermions, scalar and pseudoscalar particles. The squ
amplitudes including interference terms are all p
programmed functions inISAJET.

~2! When each decay branching fraction is calculated
ISAJET, the masses and types of each exchanged particle
saved along with the in general complex coefficients nee
to specify the vertices. In our decay calculations, we inclu
all third generation mixing effects, Yukawa couplings a
tree level decay Feynman graphs@7#.

~3! When any type of three body decay is generated,
or-miss Monte Carlo is used to generate an appropriate k
matical set of decay product four-vectors. The maximum
the decay integrand, which is needed for this calculation
calculated the first time via Monte Carlo integration. Th
result is saved and updated as better maxima are found

In addition,ISAJET includes a calculation of partial width
of particle decays into left or right-handed taus indep
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dently. Taus are then decayed appropriately according
their respective squared matrix elements. Spin correlati
are neglected. For the case of sparticles decaying into
taus~such asZ̃2→Z̃1tt̄), an averaget polarization is used.
Thus the effect of tau polarization~which plays an important
role for signals involving hadronically decaying tau
@20,7,10#! is at least approximately included. QCD corre
tions to both the signal and the background are neglecte
our analysis.

The efficiency with which leptons fromW̃1 andZ̃2 decays
pass our cuts depends directly on their transverse momen
spectra. These are shown for three MSUGRA cases in F
6, 7, and 8, where we compare phase space distribut
~dashed histograms! with predictions with the matrix elemen
included~solid histograms! after the soft cuts SC1. Since ou
purpose is to illustrate the effect of the matrix elements
W̃1 and Z̃2 decays, these distributions are shown for ju
W̃1Z̃2 production, and not for the case where all SUSY p
cesses are included. In Fig. 6 we illustrate these for cas
with @m0 , m1/2, A0 , tanb, sgn(m)] 5(100, 170, 0, 3, 1)
~where dimensionful quantities are in GeV units!. In this
case,mZ̃2

5117 GeV, mZ̃1
562 GeV andml̃ R

5126 GeV,

so that slepton exchange dominates leptonicZ̃2 decays. Be-

FIG. 6. Normalized isolated leptonpT distributions for the~a!
highest,~b! second highest and~c! lowest pT lepton in trilepton
events for the listed MSUGRA point~case A! after inclusive soft
cuts SC1 listed in Table I. The dashed histogram denotes the ca
phase space decays, while the solid histogram denotes the case
exact three-body decay matrix elements.
7-6
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cause thel̃ R mass is so close tomZ̃2
it would seem reason

able to expect that the inclusion of the matrix element wo
tend to enhance the rate for configurations where the t
lepton is very soft~since this brings the intermediate slept
closest to its mass shell!. We see, however, that the matr
elements predict very similarpT spectra forall three leptons
compared to just phase space, so that in this case the p
space approximation works surprisingly well. A closer lo
at the squared matrix element for the ‘‘slepton-mediatedZ̃2
decay’’ reveals that it actuallyvanishesin the limit that the
momentum of either of its daughter leptons goes to ze
completely nullifying the enhancement expected from
propagator. For case B in Fig. 7, with@m0 , m1/2, A0 ,
tanb, sgn(m)] 5(250, 175, 0, 3, 1), there is a larg
negative interference betweenZ and slepton mediated deca
graphs. In this case, for the two highestpT decay leptons, the
results with exact decay matrix elements give a sligh
softer pT spectrum, while that of the third lepto
is somewhat harder. Figure 8 shows results for c
C where we choose@m0 , m1/2, A0 , tanb, sgn(m)#
5(500, 200, 0, 3,21) for which mZ̃2

5173 GeV, mZ̃1

586 GeV andml̃ R
5507 GeV. The parameters are chos

such thatZ̃2 can decay through a nearly on-shellZ boson; the
leptons fromZ̃2 decays are then usually quite energetic. A
result, the inclusion of the matrix element results in a co
siderably harderpT distribution for the three leptons relativ
to expectation based on phase space alone.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, except with MSUGRA parameters
case B.
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In Fig. 9, we show the mass distribution of opposite si
~OS! same flavor dileptons produced inW̃1Z̃2 events for the
same MSUGRA point as in Fig. 6~case A!, where virtual
slepton exchange dominates theZ̃2→Z̃1l l̄ decay. Again, the
phase space distribution is denoted by dashes, while the
act results are solid. We use the SC1 cuts described in Se
in this figure @except for removing them( l l̄ ) cut around

r FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6, except with MSUGRA parameters
case C.

FIG. 9. Normalized opposite sign, same-flavor dilepton inva
ant mass distribution after inclusive soft cuts SC1~other than theZ
veto! for the listed MSUGRA point, case A. We show the res
using only phase space for the decay matrix element~dashes!, and
the result using the exact decay squared matrix element~solid!.
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MZ#, but include no background, and normalize to unity. F
this point, the invariant mass ofl 1l 2 pairs fromZ̃2 decays is
bounded bymZ̃2

2mZ̃1
555.3 GeV; the few events at large

invariant masses arise from the twofold ambiguity pres
when all three leptons are the same flavor. For this c
there is hardly any shift in invariant mass between the t
cases.

In Fig. 10, we show them( l l̄ ) distribution for case B also
shown in Fig. 7 where the intermediate sleptons are q
heavy. In this case, there is a distinct shift of the distribut
towards lower invariant masses when the decay matrix
ment is included. This arises from a cancellation betweeZ
and slepton mediated decay graphs which actually supp
the invariant mass distribution near its kinematic limit,
first noted by Nojiri and Yamada@14#. This situation can
lead to potentially greater uncertainties in measuring
Z̃2-Z̃1 mass difference.

Finally, in Fig. 11, we show them( l l̄ ) distribution for
case C where sleptons are very heavy, but the intermediaZ
boson in the decay process can be nearly on mass shel
might be expected, theZ pole pulls the dilepton invarian
mass towardsMZ , and clearly illustrates the inadequacy

FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9 except for case B where the m
parameters are as listed.

FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 9 except for case C where the m
parameters are as listed.
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assuming a pure phase space decay distribution. In this c
the peak in the signal distribution will merge with the bac
ground contribution from off-shellZ decays inWZ produc-
tion, and much of the signal will be eliminated by theZ-veto
cut. The phase space approximation will thus result in a s
nificant overestimate of the signal in this case.

IV. FIVE CASE STUDIES

In order to compare the five sets of cuts we have p
formed five case studies, each case being characterized
qualitative feature of sparticle production mechanism
sparticle decay pattern as described below. These scen
were first examined at the Fermilab Run II Workshop
SUSY/Higgs physics. The first four are realized within t
MSUGRA framework, while in the fifth one non-universa
soft SUSY breaking Higgs masses were chosen at the g
unified theory~GUT! scale to realize a ‘‘lowm scenario.’’
The model parameters for each of these cases are liste
Table III along with several sparticle masses and produc
cross sections for relevant SUSY production processes.

We note the following features of each case study poi
Case 1.The MSUGRA parameters for this point lie in th

el

el

TABLE III. Parameter space choices, sparticle masses, and
signal cross sections for the five case studies in Sec. IV. We also
the fractional contribution to the signal from various subprocess
We takemt5175 GeV.

Case ~1! ~2! ~3! ~4! ~5!

m0 100 140 200 250 150
m1/2 200 175 140 150 300
A0 0 0 -500 -600 0
tanb 3 35 35 3 30
mHu

,mHd
500,500

mg̃ 508 455 375 403 734
mq̃ 450 410 370 415 650
mt̃ 1

306 297 153 134 440
mb̃1

418 329 213 346 566
mW̃1

141 126 106 109 100
mZ̃1

76 69 56 57 80
mZ̃2

143 127 107 111 124
mZ̃3

316 252 296 373 141
ml̃ R

132 162 212 260 195
ml̃ L

180 194 229 275 266
mt̃1

131 104 88 257 132
mh 99 110 112 104 115
m 312 241 286 369 -110
s tot (fb) 404 653 2712 3692 1393

g̃,q̃(%) 4.3 6.6 50.4 66.2 0.01

g̃x̃,q̃x̃(%) 2.4 3.6 2.9 1.2 0.01

x̃x̃(%) 85.0 85 45.7 32.6 99.5

l̃ l̃ (%) 8.3 4.7 1.0 0.04 0.4

t̃ 1 t̃ 1(%) 1.8 1.5 41 65 0.01

W̃1Z̃2(%) 43.8 45 26.5 18 16.7

W̃1W̄̃1(%) 33.5 33 17.6 13 24.6
7-8
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TABLE IV. SUSY 3l signal~fb! for hard and soft cuts at the Fermilab Tevatron for Cases 1–5 desc
in Sec. IV and for Cases A, B, and C corresponding to Figs. 6–8. The two columns for SC1 cuts refer t
sections with and without the inclusion of decay matrix elements as discussed in the text.

Case HC1 SC1~no ME! SC1 ~ME included! SC2 HC2 SC3

~1! 3.360.2 13.160.5 13.160.5 6.960.3 3.560.2 0.1160.04
~2! 0.1760.04 1.660.1 1.660.1 0.860.1 0.2660.05 0.2660.06
~3! 0.3060.10 2.560.3 2.560.3 1.260.2 0.4160.1 0.660.1
~4! 1.460.3 3.660.5 3.360.5 2.160.4 1.260.3 0.0760.07
~5! 0.360.1 1.460.2 1.260.2 0.660.1 0.3360.1 0.1460.06

~A! 7.460.4 20.660.1 19.660.6 11.460.5 8.060.4 0.2660.08
~B! 0.1660.05 0.5560.1 0.660.1 0.3360.01 0.1960.05 0.01560.015
~C! 0.1660.02 0.4460.04 0.2560.02 0.1260.02 0.1060.02 0.0160.005
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cosmologically favored region of parameter space@11#, giv-
ing rise to a reasonable relic density of neutralinos. T
dominant production mechanisms at the Fermilab Teva

are W̃1W̄̃1 and W̃1Z̃2 production. For this case,Z̃2→ l l̃ R at
;100%, so a large rate for clean trilepton events is expec
and decay matrix element effects are unimportant.

Case 2.This parameter space point is selected to hav
large value of tanb535 so thatW̃1→ t̃1nt and Z̃2→ t̃1t
occur with a branching fraction of;100%. The dominant

production cross section is againW̃1W̄̃1 and W̃1Z̃2 produc-
tion. Here, we anticipate that an inclusive trilepton signal c
be more effectively extracted with relatively soft leptonpT
cuts, since the detected leptons typically come fromt de-
cays. Events containing a mixture of (32n) es or ms, to-
gether withn t jets should also exist (1<n<3).

Case 3.This parameter space point is also chosen w
large tanb, but theA0 parameter was chosen so that re
tively light t̃ 1 , b̃1, and t̃1 are generated.W̃1→ t̃1nt and Z̃2

→ t̃1t occur again at;100%, but the masses ofW̃1 andZ̃2
are about 20 GeV smaller than in case 2, so that the tri
tons should occur at about twice the rate as in case 2. M
over, the rather larget̃ 1tD1 production cross section may yiel
an observablet̃ 1 signal but we will not investigate this here
Once produced,t̃ 1→bW̃1 with a branching fraction;100%,
but sinceW̃1→ t̃1nt , hard electrons or muons are not ge
erated in thet̃ 1 cascade decay. The cross section for
flavors of squarks and for gluinos is about 50% of the to
cross section.

Case 4.This parameter choice leads toW̃1W̄̃1 , W̃1Z̃2 and
t̃ 1 t̃ 1 production as the main SUSY processes. It could yie
sample of highpT trilepton events. One may also search f
t̃ 1 t̃ 1 production wheret̃ 1→bW̃1 with W̃1→ ln l Z̃1, but this is
beyond the scope of our study. Since charginos and neut
nos decay via three body modes, the decay matrix elem
effect may be important.

Case 5.This point was chosen to have rather large Hig
boson masses at the grand unified theory~GUT! scale, so
that scalar universality is broken. Them parameter is rela-
tively small so that the lower lying charginos and neutralin
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have a substantial higgsino component. In this case,W̃1W̄̃1 ,
W̃1Z̃2 and W̃1Z̃3 all occur at large rates.Z̃2→eeZ̃1 occurs
with a 3% branching ratio, butZ̃3→ t̃1t at ;100%. This
case may lead to clean, hard trileptons fromW̃1Z̃2 produc-
tion, but also contain a soft trilepton component fromW̃1Z̃3
production. Decay matrix elements can again be importan
this case.

A. Observability of the SUSY signal

The total cross section for production ofall sparticles is
shown in Table III. We also list here the percentage of cr
section for various relevant sparticle production mechanis
We see that while chargino and neutralino production do
nate in cases 1, 2 and 5, the production of squarks and g
nos ~mainly stops and sbottoms! is important in cases 3 an
4.

The trilepton event cross sections after cuts for cases
introduced above are shown in Table IV for the five sets
cuts introduced in Table I. For the soft cuts the signal w
SC1 exceeds SC2 because of the additionalg* andW-veto
requirements. While these reduce the signal by 40–50%,
corresponding reduction in the background is by a factor
35 ~mainly due to the reduction of theW* Z* and W* g*
backgrounds!. Comparing with the BG rates from Table I
we see that with 2 fb21 none of the cases are observable
the 5s level using cuts SC1. Using cut set SC2, only cas
is visible with 2 fb21 while cases 1, 3 and 4 should b
observable at TeV33. For the hard cuts, it is clear that the
HC2 performs better than the set HC1: at TeV33, cases 1
4 are observable using HC2 in contrast to just case 1
HC1.3 Notice also that with SC3 cuts none of the sign

3The reader may wonder that for cases 2 and 3 the signal
HC2 cuts is larger than that for HC1 cuts where all the requireme
~except the jet veto! are milder. We have checked that in these ca
bulk of the cross section comes from SUSY reactions~which may

contain jets! other thanW̃1Z̃2 production. In contrast, for case 1
83% ~71%! of the signal with HC1~HC2! cuts originates in the

W̃1Z̃2 process.
7-9
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cases are observable with just 2 fb21 of integrated luminos-
ity, and only case 3 is observable at TeV33. This is,
course, to be expected for the low tanb cases 1 and 4, an
for case 5 since neutralinos then decay to OS/SF dilept
The point, however, is that although these cuts reduce
background very significantly, the corresponding loss of
signal is simply too large to make this strategy very prom
ing even at TeV33. While these cuts offer the best signa
background ratio for cases 2 and 3, the significanceS/AB is
worse than that for cuts SC2 in case 2, and in case 3 the
sets of cuts give about the same statistical significance
some regions of parameter space cuts SC3 may thus be
ful as a diagnostic once a signal has been found, but the
not increase the reach.

We conclude that over a large part of the parameter sp
the inclusive soft cuts set SC2 appear to provide the b
strategy for extracting the trilepton signal, since the dom
nantW* Z* andW* g* backgrounds are largely reduced b
the three extra cuts included here. It may, however, be
the cuts HC2 may provide a somewhat better reach for
ficiently large values ofm1/2 ~and sometimes a better sign
to background ratio!.

Finally, to illustrate the impact of the matrix element, w
also list in Table IV the cross section for the inclusive sign
with soft cuts set SC1 butwithout the decay matrix element
included; i.e. as it was computed prior to the release
ISAJET 7.44. Of course, there is no change for the first th
cases as three body decays of the chargino and neutr
were not important, but for cases 4 and 5, the inclusion
decay matrix elements decreases the predicted observ
event rate by 10–15%. We have also shown the signals
cases A, B and C corresponding to MSUGRA parameter
Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Although the cross sectio
unobservably small except in case A, we have shown th
as additional examples that enable the reader to gauge
importance of the matrix element effect for the evaluation
the reach. We see that as expected from Figs. 6 and 7
matrix element has little effect for cases A and B. For case
Fig. 8 would suggest that there should be a substantia
crease in the cross section when matrix elements are
cluded as these cause a substantial hardening of the leptopT
distributions; we see, however, that the cross section is
stantially reduced. This is because, as we saw from Fig.
the matrix element causes the masses of the dileptons
Z̃2 decays to peak near toMZ , so that these events are r
moved by theZ-veto. We conclude that at least for the so
cuts considered here, matrix element effects generally do
alter the signal cross section by more than 10–20% ex
for small regions of parameter space where a three-body
cay is close to becoming a quasi-two-body decay. As poin
out in Ref. @14# this is not, however, the case for dilepto
mass~and presumably other! distributions which we conside
next.

B. Dilepton invariant mass distributions

It is known that the mass distribution of same flavor, o
posite sign dileptons can provide important informati
about neutralino, and possibly also slepton, masses. This
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tribution has recently been studied in Ref.@14# where inter-
esting effects arising from the matrix element have be
pointed out. The magnitude and nature of these effect
sensitive to underlying parameters, and so can~in some
cases! provide an additional tool to obtain these. Here, w
examine this distribution for the five cases that we have
amined in detail, incorporating the inclusive soft cuts S
which for the five case studies yield the largest reach at
minosity upgrades of the Fermilab Tevatron. In several
the cases the leptons arise as secondaries from the dec
the parent tau that is produced via the decay ofZ̃2. In this
case, the dilepton mass distribution will be squeezed to lo
mass values, and the sharp edge that directly provides in
mation about sparticle masses is washed out. Neverthe
we show these distributions as they illustrate what might
expected in such SUSY scenarios even though they o
roughly yield information about neutralino or slepto
masses.

In Fig. 12, we show the resulting dilepton mass distrib
tion after the cuts SC2 and with the backgrounds includ
The frames are labeled by the corresponding case num
The final histogram labeled BG shows the distribution fro
the various backgrounds shown in Table II with the same
of cuts. The rise at lowm( l l̄ ) is due to the tail of theW* g*
background discussed earlier. This will obscure the deter

FIG. 12. Opposite sign same-flavor dilepton invariant mass
tributions after cuts SC2 listed in Table I for the five case stu
points introduced in Sec. IV of the text. Each frame is labeled
the particular case number. The last frame labeled BG shows
sum of SM backgrounds from Table II. The background is includ
in the histogram for each case study. The cross section in each
is greater than the value listed in Table IV since some events
have more than one plot entry.
7-10
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TRILEPTON SIGNAL FOR SUPERSYMMETRY AT THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 095007
nation of the lower end point of this distribution. The sha
cut off at the high end is from theZ-veto cut — without this,
the distribution has a huge peak atm( l l̄ )5MZ .

For case 1, the trilepton signal is large and a mass e
point may be visible even at Run 2 where;14 signal events
are expected. In this case,Z̃2→ l l̄ Z̃1 via a reall̃ R , so an edge
is expected at

ml l̄
max

5mZ̃2A12
ml̃ R

2

mZ̃2

2 A12
mZ̃1

2

ml̃ R

2 .45 GeV,

and is clearly visible in the plot. With an integrated lumino
ity of 25 fb21 a moderately precise measurement of the e
point should be possible.

For case 2, there should be a similar edge—but in
m(tt̄) distribution—at 54.5 GeV. Dileptons from the subs
quentt leptonic decays should also respect this bound,
with a softened mass distribution. Indeed this appears to
the case when compared against the pure background d
bution shown in the last frame: there is some signal enha
ment beyond the SM expectation for dilepton masses ran
between about 25 and 50 GeV. We note, however, that w
two of the three leptons are secondaries of taus from
neutralino inW̃1Z̃2 production, there is no reason to expe
that the leptons fromZ̃2 decay should have the same flavo
In fact in events where a tau each decays intoe andm, the
same flavor pair necessarily comes in association with a
ton from elsewhere~here from chargino decay! and so
should not be expected to respect this end point~except that
the mass is small as the daugter lepton from tau will usu
be soft!. Furthermore, for case 2, production of charged sl
tons and/or sneutrinos and, to a lesser extent heavier ch
nos and neutralinos, make significant contributions to
trilepton signal, frequently without anyZ̃2 in the cascade
We thus expect no sharp edges and no real structure to
m( l l̄ ) distribution for this case. Moreover, the event sam
will be quite limited even with 25 fb21 of integrated lumi-
nosity since less than 20 signal events~and a comparable
number of background events! make up the plot. Extraction
of information on neutralino or slepton masses from this d
tribution appears to be very difficult. It might, however, b
interesting to examine the possibility of constructing t
mass edge using identified hadronically decayingt ’s; since
this clearly depends on detector capabilities, we have
attempted to do so.

Case 3 should be very similar to case 2 as here,Z̃2 again
essentially always decays viaZ̃2→tt̃1. In this case we ex-
pectm(tt̄) should be bounded by 47 GeV. As in case 2,
trilepton signal originates in many different SUSY sourc
Aside from the usualW̃1Z̃2 production, third generation
squarks and slepton/sneutrino production contribute sig
cantly to this sample with smaller contributions from oth
SUSY reactions. It is interesting to see that the dilepton m
reconstruction again~mostly! respects the boundm( l l̄ )
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2mZ̃1

; Cases 2 and 3 clearly show the care that mus

exercised before inferring the origin of SUSY trilepto

eventseven though the m( l l̄ ) distribution clusters in a lim-
ited range.Extraction of precision mass information from
this distribution again seems very difficult.

In case 4,Z̃2→ l l̄ Z̃1 via virtual particles, so we expec

m( l l̄ ) to be bounded bymZ̃2
2mZ̃1

554 GeV. The mass

edge, though not as sharp as in case 1, is evident in
figure. It should, of course, be remembered that the sig
cross section is just 2.1 fb so that a substantial integra
luminosity will be needed to extractmZ̃2

2mZ̃1
with any pre-

cision.

Finally, in case 5, dileptons can occur fromZ̃2 via virtual

sparticles or virtualZ, and also fromZ̃3 decays via a realt̃1.

In the m( l l̄ ) distribution shown in the figure we expect

mass edge atmZ̃2
2mZ̃1

544 GeV. The decayZ̃3→tt̃1 will

likewise have am(tt̄) edge at 39 GeV with a correspond
ingly softer dilepton mass distribution. While there is a slig
dip in the distribution at;55 GeV, a clear mass edge do
not appear evident. Note that with 25 fb21 of integrated lu-
minosity, only about 15 signal events will be used to cre
this plot, so the statistical sample will be very limited. Th

scenario is further complicated by the fact that bothW̃1Z̃2

and W̃1Z̃3 production is substantial. Extraction of masse
though possible, in principle, appears to be difficult. It wou
be interesting to examine whether the detection of a sig
with taus identified via their hadronic decays would make

possible to identify the additional presence ofZ̃3 in the
SUSY event sample.

FIG. 13. The reach of the Fermilab Tevatron collider f
MSUGRA model in them0 vs m1/2 plane forA050, tanb53 and
m.0, using cuts SC2. The black shaded regions are theoretic
excluded, while the gray areas are experimentally excluded by s
ticle and Higgs boson searches at LEP2. The black squares de
points accessible to Tevatron experiments at the 5s level with just
2 fb21 of data, while open squares are accessible with 25 fb21.
Points denoted by diamonds are accessible at the 3s level with 25
fb21 of integrated luminosity.
7-11
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V. REACH OF FERMILAB TEVATRON FOR MSUGRA
VIA THE INCLUSIVE ISOLATED TRILEPTON CHANNEL

In this section, we use the augmented cut sets SC2
HC2 ~which effectively removed the bulk of the new bac
grounds evaluated here! to calculate the SUSY trilepton sig
nal, and thereby determine the reach of Fermilab Teva
upgrades in the parameter space of the MSUGRA model.
present results form.0, since much of the parameter spa
for m,0 and low tanb is ruled out by the recent LEP
bound on the mass of the Higgs boson. For large value
tanb, the reach plots become similar regardless of the s
of m. We note that values ofm,0 also seem to be disfa
vored from comparing model predictions forb→sg decay
rates @21# to experimental results from CLEO@22# and
ALEPH @23#.

In earlier studies@5,6,8#, reach results were presented f
the Fermilab Tevatron for the low tanb52 value. All the
observable regions for tanb52 are now ruled out by the
LEP2 result thatmh.95 GeV.4 Increasing tanb by just one
unit, to tanb53, typically raises the value ofmh by 10 GeV,
placing it beyond the current reach of LEP2 Higgs search

To illustrate the reach of the Tevatron for low tanb val-
ues not accessible at LEP2, we evaluate the observabilit
the SUSY trilepton signal for tanb53 and show our results
in Fig. 13 for tanb53 in the m0 vs m1/2 plane, forA050
andmt5175 GeV. The black regions are excluded by th
oretical constraints: either electroweak symmetry is not c
rectly broken, or the lightest SUSY particle is charged
colored. The gray regions are excluded by constraints fr
LEP2 thatmW̃1

.95 GeV @3#. We have scanned the poin

on a ~25 GeV3 25 GeV! grid on this plane to see whethe
the SUSY signal is observable above background at
>5s level. At parameter space points marked with a bla
square the signal cross section after cuts exceeds 3.62 fb
so should be observable at Tevatron Run II with SC2 c

4The LEP2 bound@24# is obtained for the Higgs boson of th
standard model. It should, however, also be applicable toh since for
low values of tanb, h is essentially the SM Higgs boson.

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, except for tanb535.
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assuming an integrated luminosity of 2 fb21. At points
marked by an open square the cross section exceeds 1.0
and hence are considered to give a detectable signa
TeV33 at 5s level, assuming 25 fb21 of integrated luminos-
ity. Also shown as diamonds are points accessible at thes
level at TeV33. While this is not a discovery limit, it give
the reader an idea of the parameter range where tantali
hints of SUSY might be possible. Points where the signa
undetectable even at this level with 25 fb21 of integrated
luminosity are denoted by dots.

In this case, the Tevatron reach with just 2 fb21 extends
to m1/25225 GeV. The reach of the Fermilab Tevatron wi
25 fb21 typically extends tom1/25250 GeV, corresponding
to mg̃;660 GeV andmW̃1

;200 GeV. Coincidentally, this

is the same as the tanb52 reach@6,7# quoted for theclean
3l channel ~but neglecting theW* Z* and W* g* back-
grounds!. For tanb53, the reach inm0 is rather limited, and
cuts off sharply atm05200–225 GeV, where theZ̃2 lep-
tonic branching fraction severely decreases due to inter
ence effects. Some reach for TeV33 is recovered at v
largem0.500 GeV for smallm1/2 where theZ pole begins
to dominate theZ̃2 leptonic branching fraction.

FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 13, except for cuts HC2.

FIG. 16. Same as Fig. 15, except for tanb535.
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In Fig. 14, we show the corresponding reach of the F
milab Tevatron using SC2 for a large value of tanb535. In
this case, for low values ofm0 , Z̃2 andW̃1 decay dominantly
to t leptons due to the dominance of decays mediated
~real or virtual! t̃ ’s. None of the parameter space points e
amined yields an observable signal at the Fermilab Teva
with just 2 fb21. A reach significantly beyond the curren
LEP2 limits is possible if 25 fb21 of data is accumulated
especially at largem0. In addition, many of these sam
points plus others are accessible via theE” T1 jets andl l t or
l tt signals discussed in Ref.@7#.

Similar reach plots5 are shown for the same paramet
planes using the cuts HC2 in Figs. 15 and 16. Qualitative
much of the reach is similar, although HC2 work better
Fig. 15 aroundm0;200 GeV and largem1/2 ~where the sig-
nal leptons are expected to be hard!, whereas SC2 work bet
ter at very lowm0 ~where the mass difference between t
sleptons andZ̃1 is small!. In Fig. 16, we see that SC2 wor
better at lowm0 where the trileptons occur dominantly from
cascade decays involvingt leptons. For largem0, the Z̃2
decays are dominated by theZ exchange graph. In this cas
HC2 work slightly better at very largem1/2. Further optimi-
zation of cuts is possible as already noted.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Within the MSUGRA model~or any framework with a
common gaugino mass at a high scale;MGUT), the LEP2
bound mW̃1

>95 GeV translates tomg̃*300 GeV. In this
case, electroweak production of charginos and neutralino
the dominant sparticle production process at the Tevat
and the trilepton signal fromW̃1Z̃2 production assumes eve
greater importance than in the past. It has recently been
phasized that the SUSY reach via this channel can be
creased by softening thepT requirements on the leptons, an
further, bynot imposing a jet veto on these events. In co
trast to these developments that enhance the reach relati
previous projections, it has also been pointed out thatWZ*
→3l production, which had been omitted in previous ana
ses, is a major source of SM background to the trilep
signal; the inclusion of this new background of course
duces the reach. Moreover, as them( l l̄ ) spectrum from
SUSY events~see Figs. 9–11! extends to very low values
SM background fromWg* background~which had never
been evaluated before! needed to be incorporated. Finall
previous studies of the trilepton signal ignored the effect
the chargino and neutralino decay matrix elements in
evaluation of the energy and angular distributions of the l
tons. While these do not alter total rates, the rates after
perimental cuts can be changed. Recently, the tree leve
cay matrix elements have been included in the ev
generatorISAJET which is often used to compute the SUS
signal. In view of these developments and also the imp

5We have explicitly checked that even for the tanb535 case at
TeV33 there is very little reach via SC3 cuts.
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tance of the SUSY trilepton signal, we felt a reassessmen
the signal was warranted. An improved calculation of t
Tevatron reach via this channel is the main subject of t
paper.

For the soft inclusive cuts used here, incorporation of
matrix elements, for the most part, changes the signal c
sections by less than615% so that the conclusions abo
signal levels from other studies where these are igno
should be qualitatively correct. This is not to say matrix
ement effects are always unimportant. First, there are reg
of parameter space where the matrix elements do qua
tively change the distributions~e.g. case C in Sec. III!, and
hence, signal cross sections. More importantly, matrix e
ment effects can considerably distort the distribution of sa
flavor opposite sign dileptons in SUSY trilepton events fro
which important information about neutralino, and perha
also slepton, masses may be obtained. This issue ma
even more important for SUSY studies ate1e2 linear col-
liders or at the LHC where, because of the clean environm
and/or the large rates, the extraction of sparticle masses
integral part of the SUSY program.

Turning to our main purpose, we have shown that a
menting previously proposed soft or hard cuts with ad
tional cuts designed to reduceWg* andWZ* backgrounds
can still lead to substantial regions of parameter space w
the trilepton signal should be observable at Fermilab Te
tron upgrades. Our updated projection of the Fermilab Te
tron reach via the trilepton channel is summarized in Fi
13, 14, 15, and 16 for both low and high tanb, as well as
hard and soft leptonpT cuts. Soft cuts perform slightly bette
for the anticipated luminosity of Run II. However, with 2
fb21 of data, the hard cuts can extend the reach towa
larger values of the gaugino mass parameterm1/2, for some
values of the scalar mass parameterm0. It is noteworthy that
a 5s signal at Run II requires a signal to background ratio
at least 3.5 to 1~5 to 1 for the hard cuts!. In contrast, at
TeV33 and with soft cuts, signal and background are ab
equal at the 5s discovery limit: a good knowledge of th
background normalization is then very important.

Overall we find that, while the reach is limited in tha
there are large ranges of parameters where experiments a
Fermilab Tevatron may see no signal in this channel eve
mW̃1

is just beyond the LEP2 bound, experiments at Run

should be able to probe significant parameter ranges no
cessible at LEP if tanb is small. For tanb535 ~or larger!
there is very little signal in this channel at Run II, althoug
some ranges of parameters become accessible with 2521

of integrated luminosity. This underscores the importance
other channels for SUSY detection, particularly when tanb
is large. The standardE” T , theE” T plus taggedb, the l l t and
l tt ~wheret is identified via its hadronic decays! channels
are especially important@7,10# in this regard. Since we do
not know what nature has in store for us, we reiterate
need to develop techniques to efficiently tagt leptons via
their hadronic decays to ensure that new physics signals~not
necessarily from supersymmetry! do not evade detection a
luminosity upgrades of the Fermilab Tevatron. The devel
7-13
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ment of tau triggers does not appear to be as essential a
point.

Before closing, we mention that it may be possible
further optimize the cuts once a SUSY signal has been
tected. For instance, if data indicate that the upper end p
of the dilepton mass distribution happens to be well bel
MZ , it may be possible to significantly reduce the domina
WZ* background~thereby increasing the significance of th
signal! by widening theZ-veto window. The point, of course
is that once we have a qualitative picture of the signal, f
ther optimization is likely to be possible.

Note added:After completion of this work, a revised ver
sion of Ref.@9# appeared which also presented a calculat
of the W* Z* andW* g* backgrounds. Our background ca
culations agree with those of Ref.@9# when the entire phas
space is integrated over. Updated work by Matchev a
Pierce@25# also includes these backgrounds. Reference@9#
also includes~sub-dominant! background contributions from
off-shell vector boson decays tots that we have neglected i
our analysis. The conclusions for the reach obtained in b
ett
s
,
,

ta

RN

y

09500
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nt

t
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th

these studies appear to be in good qualitative agreem
with ours.
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